HUB Maple Ridge/Pitt Meadows meeting Nov. 10, 2016
In attendance: Jenny, Peter J., Dave, Barry, Kino, Ivan, Jackie
Regrets:
Notes
Past events:


HUB Ride the Road courses at Blue Mountain Elementary (road ride day Thu. Oct. 20), Alexander
Robinson Elementary (road ride day Thu. Oct. 27), Laityview Elementary (Wed. Nov. 2). Thanks to
Jeff, Jenny, Peter J. and Jackie for helping out on those days!



HUB bike maintenance workshops at Memorial Peace Park Bandstand on Sat. Oct. 15 and Wed. Oct.
19. Jackie and Ivan attended the workshop in October (instructor: Jel). There were about 5 participants
at each workshop. These workshops were run through the City with $2000 Translink funding. We
received some good feedback.

Upcoming events:
None.
Other:


Meeting with David Pollock (and Michael Eng and Salar Zulfiquar?) (MR Engineering) (Barry, Ivan):
no date set yet. Barry to contact David for a date.



Proposal for 30 km/h speed limits on 224th between approx. 122 Ave. and North Ave. / presentation
to ATAC and Council. (Ivan, Barry). No date yet. Barry to give Ivan feedback on draft slides for
presentation.



Regional Advisory Committee meeting update (Peter). Peter explained the proposals for the Brunette
interchange. Deadline for input is December 23.



The committee discussed the fact that the HUB office has advised that we can no longer do any bike
repairs - both for the Cycle Recycle and Earth Day and at our annual bike tune-up workshop - under
the HUB banner, as the insurance company doesn't cover us for liability since we are not licenced bike
mechanics. All we're allowed to do is show people how to do it without actually using any tools. The
insurance is up for renewal around April. Hopefully HUB can find an insurer who is willing to cover
us. This will likely be too late for our Cycle Recycle. As this is our star event of the year, a solution
will need to be found. Peter J. will bring this up with the RAC.



Dec. 10: Potluck Christmas gathering for committee members will be at Jackie and Ivan's this year.

Annual allowance:
Allowance for 2016/2017: $400. After expenses as of Oct 13, 2016: balance $131.98.
Total cash donations: $42.30.

